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CCIE SP Mock Lab Exam 3 

Lab Overview: 
This lab scenario is a mock lab exam designed to simulate the conditions of 
Cisco® Systems’ CCIE™ Service Provider Lab exam.  This lab should be 
completed within eight and a half hours.  The only resource that should be used 
while configuring this lab the Cisco® documentation set.  This documentation is 
available in both CD format, and online at: 

http://www.cisco.com/web/psa/products/index.html 

Lab Instructions: 
Prior to starting, ensure that the initial configuration scripts for this lab have been 
applied. 

Refer to the attached diagrams for interface and protocol assignments.  Any 
reference to X in an IP address refers to your rack number, while any reference 
to Y in an IP address refers to your router number. 

Lab Do’s and Don’ts: 
 Do not change or add any IP addresses from the initial configuration 

unless otherwise specified 
 Do not change any interface encapsulations unless otherwise specified 
 Do not change the console, AUX or VTY passwords or access methods 

unless otherwise specified 
 Do not use any static routes, default routes, default networks, or policy 

routing unless otherwise specified 
 Save your configurations often 
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Questions: 
Feel free to ask the proctor questions during this mock lab exam, and during the 
actual CCIE™ lab exam.  Keep in mind that the proctor will not give you the 
answer to a question in the exam, nor will they confirm whether your solution to a 
task is valid.  The only type of help that the proctors are allowed to give you is 
clarification of the actual exam questions, and any issues relating to hardware 
problems.  In order to properly simulate the conditions of the CCIE™ Lab exam, 
the instructors of this class will only answer clarification questions during the 
exam. 

Grading: 
A score of 80 points is required to pass this mock exam. A section must work 
100% with the requirements given in order to be awarded the points for that 
section. No partial credit is awarded. If a section has multiple possible solutions, 
choose the solution that best meets the requirements. 

 

GOOD LUCK! 
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1. Layer 2 Technologies 
Basic Layer 2 and Layer 3 settings have been preconfigured. Frame-Relay is 
used on all serial connections except for the link between R2 and R3, which is 
configured to run PPP.  By the end of this section you should be able to ping 
every remote endpoint on every link within your pod. Pay attention to any VRF 
pre-configuration while doing verifications. 

1.1 Layer 2 Troubleshooting 

 There are two issues introduced into the initial configurations that affect 
per-link connectivity. 

 Isolate and resolve the issues in order to return the Layer 2 configurations 
to the baseline and proceed with further tasks. 
 

3 Points 
 
 

1.2 PPP over Frame-Relay 

 Configure R6 to accommodate a PPP over Frame-Relay connection to 
BB1 as per the diagram provided. 

 R6 should be able to authenticate with BB1 using CHAP as the 
authentication protocol and username/password values of 
ROUTER6/CISCO. 

 Configure IP addressing as per the diagram provided. 
 

3 Points 
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2. Interior Gateway Routing 
IGP protocols have been preconfigured for you. AS 156 uses OSPF with process 
number 156 and Area 0 configured on every link (transit and Loopbacks). AS 234 
uses IS-IS with every link being Level-2. 

2.1 IGP Troubleshooting 

 There are three issues introduced into the initial IGP configurations that 
affect intra-AS connectivity (inside AS 156 and AS 234). 

 Isolate and resolve the issues in order to return the IGP configurations to 
the baseline and proceed with further tasks. 

 By the end of this task you should be able to ping any Loopback0 interface 
inside AS 156 or AS 234 sourcing packets off any router’s respective 
Loopback0 interface. 
 

4 Points 
 
 

2.2 OSPF 

 Configure OSPF on R2 and R9 in order to provide connectivity between 
the Loopback0 interfaces of these routers. 

 Use OSPF process number 234 on R2 and process number 9 on R9. 

 The ATM LSR cloud between R2 and R9 is preconfigured to establish 
adjacencies within OSPF Area 0. 

 By the end of this task you should be able to ping R9’s Loopback0 when 
sourcing packets off R2’s Loopback0 interface. 
 

3 Points 
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2.3 IS-IS 

 Configure IS-IS on R1 and R9 in order to provide connectivity between the 
Loopback0 interfaces of these routers. 

 Use IS-IS Area 49.0009 on R9 and IS-IS area 49.0156 on R1. 

 The ATM LSR cloud between R1 and R9 is preconfigured to establish only 
IS-IS Level-2 adjacencies; ensure that R1 and R9 do not send unneeded 
PDUs across these links. 
 

3 Points 
 
 

3. Exterior Gateway Routing 
Basic BGP settings have been preconfigured for AS 156 and AS 234 as follows.  
AS 156 uses confederation, with R1 and R6 in subAS 65016, and R5 in subAS 
65005.  R1 peers IPv4 iBGP with R6 and eBGP with R2. R6 peers IPv4 eBGP 
with R5. R3 peers IPv4 iBGP with R2 & R4, and acts as route-reflector for those 
clients. R6 peers VPNv4 iBGP with R1 and VPNv4 eBGP with R5. R3 peers 
VPNv4 iBGP with R2 & R4, and acts as route-reflector for those clients. All BGP 
speakers advertise their Loopback0 interface into BGP. 

3.1 BGP Troubleshooting 

 There are three issues introduced into the initial BGP configurations that 
affect connectivity between AS 156 and AS 234. 

 Isolate and resolve the issues in order to return the BGP configurations to 
the baseline and proceed with further tasks. 

 By the end of this task you should be able to ping any Loopback0 interface 
of AS 156 while sourcing packets off Loopback0 interfaces of routers in 
AS 234, and vice versa. 

 You are only allowed to change BGP settings while troubleshooting. 
 

4 Points 
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3.2 BGP IPv4 Unicast Peering 

The Frame-Relay link between R1 and R2 is mainly used as a slow (DS3 link) 
backup path between AS 156 and AS 234. The primary path uses fast uplinks 
(OC-3) to the ATM cloud at R1 and R2 and transits AS 9. 

 Configure IPv4 Unicast eBGP peering sessions between R1, R2, and R9 
as per the diagram provided. 

 Ensure these sessions are not activated by default. 

 BGP updates should be batched and advertised twice as faster as per the 
default settings for these external peering sessions. 

 R9 should advertise it’s Loopback0 interface into BGP, and BGP speakers 
inside AS 156 and AS 234 should have a Bestpath to this prefix installed 
in their BGP tables. 
 

3 Points 
 
 

3.3 BGP VPNv4 Unicast Peering 

 Configure VPNv4 Unicast eBGP peering sessions between R6, R4, and 
R9. 

 Ensure that next-hop values are not modified for VPNv4 updates sent 
between these routers. 
 

3 Points 
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3.4 BGP Community Signaling 

AS 9, AS 156, and AS 234 have agreed on a standardized policy of BGP 
community signaling to affect Bestpath selection without the need for manual 
intervention.  Community value ASN:200 (where ASN is interpreting AS number) 
was chosen to signal the receiving router to the set local preference of the 
received prefix to 200. 

 Using inbound route-maps, configure R1, R2, and R9 to accommodate 
this policy. 

 Using the community signaling technique developed, configure outbound 
route-maps on R1 and R2 so that the following policy is implemented: 

o Traffic between Loopback0 interfaces of R3 and R6 utilizes the 
Frame-Relay link between R1 and R2 as the primary, and the path 
via AS 9 as secondary. 

o All other traffic between AS 156 and AS 234 uses the Frame-Relay 
link between R1 and R2 as the secondary path, and transit via AS 9 
as primary. 

 
5 Points 

 
 

4. MPLS 
Label distribution has been preconfigured within AS 156 and AS 234. TDP is 
used as the label distribution protocol within AS 156 and LDP is used as the label 
distribution protocol within AS 234. Cell-Mode MPLS has been preconfigured on 
the ATM links between R1, R2, and R9. 

4.1 MPLS TE 

 Configure an MPLS TE tunnel (Tunnel 0) with the head end at R2 so that 
traffic destined to the Loopback0 interface of R4 transits R3. 

 In case of link failure, the tunnel should fall-back to any available dynamic 
routing path. 

 Make sure the tunnel configured will not be preempted by any other TE 
tunnel signaled in the future. 

 Do not configure any static routes for this task. 
 

4 Points 
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4.2 Label Filtering 

 Configure routers in AS 156 to advertise label bindings only for IP 
addresses of Loopback0 interfaces. 

 Configure R1 to request label binding only for the IP address of the 
Loopback0 interface of R9. 
 

3 Points 
 
 

4.3 LDP Transport 

 Configure routers in AS 234 to establish transport connections using 
interface IP addresses. 

 Authenticate all LDP sessions in AS 234 using the password value of 
CISCO. 
 

3 Points 
 
 

5. VPN 
AS 156 and AS 234 provide L3 VPN services to their customers (CustomerA and 
CustomerB) with VRFs named VPN_A and VPN_B respectively. Basic VRF 
settings and interface to VRF mappings at the PE routers and CE routing 
protocols have been preconfigured. 

5.1 PE-CE Routing 

 Configure R3, R4, and R5 to use OSPF as PE-CE routing protocol for 
CustomerA connections. Use process ID 100 with Area 0 at R3 and R4, 
and Area 51 at R5 according to the diagram provided. 

 Configure R3 and R6 to use RIPv2 and EIGRP AS 10 as PE-CE routing 
protocols respectively for CustomerB connections. 
 

3 Points 
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5.2 Intra-AS VPN 

 CustomerA’s site connected to AS 234 R3 and R4 uses OSPF as the 
routing protocol and has RD value of 234:34 assigned. 

 Using the route-target value of 234:34 configure R3 and R4 to provide 
transit for CustomerA’s traffic over the MPLS VPN backbone. 

 Make sure that the MPLS VPN backbone is used as the primary path, and 
the backdoor link between R7 and R8 as the secondary for traffic between 
R7 and R8. 

 You are allowed to create two additional interfaces for this task. 
 

3 Points 
 
 

5.3 Inter-AS VPN 

 Configure Inter-AS VPN services for CustomerA and CustomerB as 
follows: 

o Use route-target values 156:5 at R5 and 234:34 at R3 and R4 to 
provide Inter-AS VPN connectivity to CustomerA sites. 

o Use route-target values 156:6 and 234:3 at R6 and R3 respectively 
to provide Inter-AS VPN connectivity to CustomerB sites. 

 Do not redistribute BGP prefixes into IGP protocols for this task. 
 

4 Points 
 
 

5.4 Path Manipulation 

 Configure the network so that all traffic between CustomerA sites at AS 
156 and AS 234 transits AS 9 as its primary path, and uses the direct link 
between R1 and R2 as backup. 

 You are allowed to create an additional interface at R3 to accomplish this.  

 Do not advertise this interface into IGP. 
 

3 Points 
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5.5 Internet Access 

 Configure R3 and R6 to provide access to the prefix 9.9.9.0/24 for 
CustomerB sites. 

 R3 and R6 should translate source IP addresses for packets heading 
towards subnet 9.9.9.0/24 using the respective Loopback0 interface IP 
address. 

 You are allowed to configure two static routes to accomplish this. 
 

3 Points 
 

 

6. IP Multicast 
Intra-AS multicast has been preconfigured within AS 156 and AS 234 using PIM 
SM and BSR for RP information dissemination. All transit links and Loopback0 
interfaces within the respective ASes are  preconfigured to run PIM SM. R6 and 
R4 are RPs for AS 156 and AS 234 respectively. AS 9 has been preconfigured to 
use the Loopback0 of R9 as the RP. 

6.1 Multicast Transport 

 Provide a solution to transport multicast streams over the ATM cloud 
between R1, R2, and R9. 

 Configure PIM SM on the multicast-capable interfaces between R1, R2, 
and R9. 

 Make sure RP-information is not leaked between the ASes. 

 You are allowed to create additional interfaces and use additional IP 
addresses for this task. 
 

3 Points 
 
 

6.2 Inter-AS Multicast 

 Configure the network so that R1, R2, and R9 negotiate IPv4 Multicast 
address families over their eBGP peering sessions. 

 Configure the respective RPs for AS 156, AS 234, and AS 9 to exchange 
information on active multicast sources using a full-mesh topology. 

 Configure R1, R2, and R9 not to send any redundant SA messages to 
each other. 

 Only accept SA messages for groups in range 239.0.0.0/8. 
 

3 Points 
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6.3 Multicast Path Engineering 

 Adapt the community signaling technique developed in the previous BGP 
section to influence Bestpath selection for multicast prefixes.  

 Configure inbound route-maps at R1, R2, and R9 to implement this policy. 

 Advertise the Loopback0 interface prefixes of AS 156 under the multicast 
address-family at R1 and Loopback0 interface prefixes of AS 234 at R2. 

 
4 Points 

 
 

6.4 Multicast Path Engineering 

 Using the community signaling technique developed, configure outbound 
route-maps at R1 and R2 to implement the following policy: 

o Multicast traffic sourced off of the Loopback0 interfaces of R3 and 
R6 transits AS 9 as its primary path. 

o All other multicast traffic should prefer the direct link between R1 
and R2 as its primary path. 

 Join R6 and R3 Loopback0 interfaces to multicast group 239.6.6.6 and 
239.3.3.3 respectively. Ensure you can ping 239.3.3.3 sourcing traffic off 
Loobpack0 interface of R6 and ping 239.6.6.6 sourcing traffic off R3 
Loopback0 interface. 
 

3 Points 
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6.5 Multicast VPN 

PIM SM has been preconfigured within CustomerA site at AS 234. R7’s 
Loopback0 IP address is being used as the RP address, and static RP has been 
preconfigured on the CE routers. 

 CustomerA would like to exchange multicast traffic between sites at AS 
156 and AS 234. 

 Configure R3, R4, and R5 to provide Multicast VPN service using static 
RP configuration. 

 Join interface Ethernet 0/1 of R5 to the multicast group 239.5.5.5 and 
ensure R7 and R8 can ping this address. 
 

3 Points 
 
 

7. QoS 
AS 156 and AS 234 developed a community signaling technique to dynamically 
influence QoS classification criteria in remote ASes. Specifically, the community 
range ASN:1000-ASN:1007 has been selected to map IP source addresses to IP 
precedence values 0-7 respectively. 

7.1 QoS Policy Propagation 

 Configure R1 and R2 to map community values ASN:1002 and ASN:1003 
(where ASN is 156 and 234 respectively) to IP precedence values of 2 
and 3 for prefixes in the BGP table. 

 Configure an outbound route-map at R1 to accomplish the following: 
o The IP address of R6’s Loopback0 is mapped to IP precedence 

value 2 at R2. 

o The IP address of R5’s Loopback0 is mapped to IP precedence 
value 3 at R2. 

 Configure an outbound route-map at R2 so that the IP addresses of R4 
and R3’s Loopback0 are mapped to IP precedence value 3 at R1. 
 

4 Points 
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7.2 QoS Policy Implementation 

 Enable BGP-based classification using source IP address lookups on all 
interfaces connected to external ASes at R1 and R2. 

 The Frame-Relay link between R1 and R5 and PPP link between R2 and 
R3 are congested.  Using MQC only, implement the following QoS policy 
at the congested interfaces: 

o IP precedence 5 traffic should be provided priority treatment and 
constrained to no more than 2Mbps. 

o IP precedence 3 traffic should be guaranteed 10Mbps and limited 
to no more than 15Mbps; exceeding traffic should be buffered. 

o IP precedence 2 traffic should be policed to 5Mbps. 

 Assume both links have a bandwidth of 45Mbps (DS3). 
 

4 Points 
 
 

8. Security 
For security reasons AS 156, AS 234, and AS 9 have decided to cooperate in 
remotely triggered blackhole routing to help in preventing possible DDoS attacks. 
All ASes have agreed to use community values ASN:9999 (where ASN is 156, 
234, or 9 respectively) to signal that a prefix should be blackholed within the 
respective AS. The goal is to blackhole a specific destination in every AS, once 
one of the participants marks the prefix with the “blackhole” community. 

8.1 Intra-AS Blackhole Routing 

 Configure routers R1 & R6 in AS 156 and routers R2 & R4 in AS 234 as 
follows: 

o R1 & R2 should be configured as edge filtering devices. 

o R4 & R6 should be used as command centers. 

 Configure R4 and R6 to redistribute static routes with a tag 9999 into BGP 
and set the BGP community ASN:9999. 

 Configure inbound route-maps at the edge filtering devices to interpret the 
community values and implement blackhole behavior. 

 For the purpose of packet discard, configure a static route 192.0.2.1/32 to 
Null0 on all the edge filtering routers. 
 

3 Points 
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8.2 Inter-AS Blackhole Routing 

 Make sure that R1, R2, and R9 relay “blackholed” prefixes to each other, 
converting the signaling community as required. 

 Using inbound route-maps, configure R1, R2, and R9 to interpret 
community ASN:9999 received from peers and respond by installing the 
appropriate route to Null0. 
 

4 Points 
 
 

9. System Management 

9.1 Change Logging 

 Configure R6 to store all configuration changes in the local memory buffer. 

 Passwords and keys should not appear in the change log. 

 Store maximum of 500 last commands and notify the syslog server at 
192.10.X.100 about the changes. 
 

3 Points 
 
 

9.2 NTP 

 Configure R1 and R2 to synchronize time with R9 via NTP. 

 Make sure you source packets off the most reliable interfaces. 

 Configure R9 to be a master in stratum 3, and authenticate all NTP 
communications using a key value of CISCO. 
 

3 Points 
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10. IP Services 

10.1 Netflow 

 Collect netflow statistics for flows coming to and from BB2. 

 Configure R5 to store information about ten most active flows. 

 Only account for ICMP flows going from subnet 192.10.X.0/24  

3 Points 
 

 
10.2 BGP Accounting 

 Configure R9 for output BGP accounting on its FastEthernet interface. 

 Account for IP traffic based on source AS. 

 Create two accounting buckets for traffic originated from AS 156 and 
AS234. 
 

3 Points 
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